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Abstract—Wireless networks can be used for relaying information acquired by mobile animal borne tags. To date, no research has considered the large amount of diversity presented by the animal kingdom which impacts the design of the network. We consider here how the weight of the animal affects the size of the tag, and hence the energy that it can carry. We use a common structure in Nature, the social dominance hierarchy, and form a similar hierarchy based on energy. Nodes adjust their perceived rankings through continual tournaments using simple, locally applied rules to result in a stable and adaptive structure. We show that the number of levels in the hierarchy controls traffic density and consequently energy usage. To further conserve energy of low ranked nodes, we propose a simple cross-layer protocol. We show through simulation that our power-aware protocol outperforms those with no knowledge of energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Field zoologists require detailed data of not only intraspecific (within a species) but also interspecific (across many species) interactions. This to some extent has been addressed by the ARTS project which uses radio-tracking technology to locate VHF tagged animals [1]. However, a subtle drawback of VHF transmitters is that by design, they can be tracked from great distances – thus poachers could use the same technology to hunt animals. By using low-power transceivers on tags, a dynamic wireless network can be formed opportunistically when two or more animals are within radio range of one another. Data is then transferred in multi-hop fashion through the network to eventually reach exit points (base-stations). As low power links are used, and only for a short duration, tracking animals by locating the signals they emit becomes more difficult for poachers and device lifetime becomes greater. The focus of this research is a simple rule based approach to adaptive routing and medium access inspired by the self-organizing social structures that occur in nature.

Due to the limited radio range and large geographical area, a very sparse connectivity graph is formed. Connections between nodes are the exception rather than the norm, with the implication that traditional routing protocols designed for mobile ad hoc networks such as DSR [2] or AODV [3] are unsuitable as end-to-end connections are rare. The only suitable method of data delivery are epidemic type protocols [4]. These essentially are delayed controlled floods effected by store-and-forward mechanisms. However, in epidemic routing every node is involved in the flooding process, with the result that it does not scale well to large numbers of nodes without excessive energy usage and network congestion.

In a wireless network designed for animal tracking and telemetry, energy is of paramount importance, due to the logistics, cost and danger involved in sedating an animal to equip it with a collar. For this reason, a collar must last as long as possible. However, not all collars need be made equal due to the large amount of diversity presented by the carrying capacity of the animal hosts in terms of weight. Thus, different species can be equipped with collars with varying amount of battery power.

Inspired by a successful biological principle, the social dominance hierarchy, nodes form an analogous ranking based on energy. We introduce the concepts of levels within the social hierarchy and show how this results in a controllable traffic density, regardless of the number of nodes within the network. We further show how the social hierarchy can be adaptively constructed using simple rules. The social hierarchy reacts rapidly to node insertions and removals through continual node tournaments for dominance based on energy. This protocol is simple to implement in resource constrained microcontrollers, requires little in the way of storage space and scales easily to large numbers of nodes without excessive overhead.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Related Work

Epidemic routing is based on mimicking the spread of a disease through a population and is essentially a flooding mechanism for disconnected networks, but leads to high network resource usage [4]. To control network usage, variants have been presented in the literature, such as Spray and Wait [5] and Oracle based schemes [6]. However, none have considered the problem of heterogeneity with respect to energy.
ZebraNet provided the first comprehensive examination of the use of wireless sensor networks for animal tracking [7], [8]. GPS equipped collars were fitted on zebras and exchange information in an epidemic fashion. Their routing algorithm is very simple and leads to buffer overflow as every node in the network stores information from every other node. They only considered fitting the collars on a single type of animal. The Shared Wireless Infostation Model (SWIM) is a routing protocol that addresses some of the issues faced by the Epidemic routing protocol [9]. Their main contribution is in the form of ‘anti-packets’ – messages that prevent nodes from buffering data that has already been delivered to the basestation. However, like ZebraNet, they concern themselves with instrumenting a single species – whales. Sikka et al. present a wireless sensor network designed to monitor a typical farm environment [10]. They also do not consider using the capabilities of different animals to lead to a better performing network.

B. Naturally Occurring Social Hierarchies

Social hierarchies naturally occur in a number of species and are typically motivated by differences in physical attributes such as size or weight. Some individuals can be regarded as being 'fitter' than others based upon a set of measurable characteristics. Anemones for example, form a hierarchy upon size, in which larger anemones are more aggressive towards smaller anemones [11]. Crayfish form a social dominance structure based on length, in which the shorter crayfish defer to the largest, super-dominant individual [12]. Social hierarchies can also be found in fish (Malawi Cichlids [13] and salmon [14]); insects (ants [15], bees [16] and wasps [17]) and mammals (baboons [18] and coyotes [19]). Thus it can be seen that social hierarchies are a common organizational structure in a wide variety of organisms.

A linear social dominance hierarchy is characterized by a group that is led by the largest or fittest member – the super-dominant or alpha individual. All other members of the group submit to this animal. The next in the hierarchy, the beta member is superior to all other members barring the alpha and so on. Thus, the weakest (omega) member in the pack will be subordinate to all other members. However, it must be noted that this is not a static structure, and the hierarchy adapts rapidly to changes. For example, if the alpha member becomes sick or injured, a fitter member will 'challenge' for the role of pack leader. Using these biological lessons, it can be seen how diversity in terms of fitness, however so perceived, leads to a unified, self-organizing structure. By applying these principles to the structure of a wireless network that is diverse over some attributes, a similar self-organizing hierarchy can be formed.

C. Node diversity introduced by host carrying capability

Animals are different with respect to their bodyweight. The size of a package that can be affixed to an animal has to be carefully considered so as to not adversely affect the host creature. A typical guideline is that a tag's weight may not exceed 5% of the body mass of the tagged animal [20]. Take for example the weight of a bull African Elephant which, when fully grown, can weigh 6 000 kg. In comparison, a small animal such as a Vervet monkey only weighs a few kilograms. Thus, for this rather restrictive example, there is a three order of magnitude difference in weight and correspondingly for the tag weight that each animal can carry. We argue that this difference should be exploited to the benefit of the operation of the network. In this way, the lightweight animals can use the capabilities of the heavyweight animals to result in a more efficient and longer lived network.

III. A Social Fitness Hierarchy Based Upon Node Energy

As some nodes have more energy than other nodes by virtue of the weight of the host, a node's role within the network should be assigned according to the amount of energy it possesses relative to its peers. Hence a node with a large amount of energy should assume a high position in a social hierarchy, and conversely a node with a small amount of energy should have a low status.

Under the assumption that the generation of messages is constant across all nodes in the network (which is realistic as there is no reason why there should be more data from a larger animal than a smaller one), the only difference in their energy use is in the communication they undertake in the form of receiving and sending messages from and to their peers respectively. Clearly then a node with a high social standing (and hence a large amount of energy) should be more active in networking tasks such as routing and forwarding messages than a low ranked node. Furthermore, a node with a large amount of energy is less likely to expire than a low energy node before it can deliver its messages, and thus should be regarded as a more attractive carrier.

First we introduce some important concepts that are used to shape traffic density through the network. Nodes have a 'rank', which is a continuous variable over the range [0;1] which indicates their status in the hierarchy. The rank is then quantised to form N discrete 'levels'. We will show how these levels control network usage.

First though, we specify our routing rule:

\[
\text{If node}(i) \text{ and node}(j) \text{ meet where Level}(j) > \text{Level}(i) \text{ then node}(i) \text{ sends its buffered data to node}(j)\]

As mentioned above, the position of a node within the hierarchy dictates its energy usage. This will now be shown analytically. For simplicity, the case of nodes executing a random walk over a unit toroid is considered. Although this is not entirely realistic, it does provide guidelines for the distribution of traffic, and consequently energy, with nodal level.

Consider a node at the lowest level in the structure – from the routing rule, it is clear that it will not receive messages
from any other node in the network and it will transmit its generated messages to any higher rated node that it encounters. Thus if we define the rate of message generation to be \( \lambda \) messages per unit time and the traffic density at level \( k \) to be \( D_k \), then the lowest level node will have traffic density \( D_1 = \lambda \).

We define the base-station(s) to have a level of \( D_b \) as all traffic must eventually reach the exit point from the network. Now if there are \( N \) levels in the hierarchy, then the second level node will generate \( \lambda \) packets of its own, and also be responsible for forwarding a fraction of the first level's traffic. As nodes are executing a random walk, there will be an equal probability of meeting any higher ranked node. There are \( N-1 \) higher energy levels in the network than Level 1, and thus each will on average receive \( \lambda/(N-1) \) messages from the lowest level node. Thus, the amount of traffic that a second level node is responsible for will be:

\[
D_k = \lambda + \frac{\lambda}{N-1} = \lambda (1 + \frac{1}{N-1})
\]  

(1)

In general, the traffic at level \( k \) can be expressed recursively as

\[
D_k = D_{k-1} (1 + \frac{1}{N-k+1})
\]

(2)

which simplifies to

\[
D_k = \frac{\lambda N}{N-k+1}
\]

(3)

Thus the traffic at each node grows in proportion to its level. The base-station will obviously receive all messages generated and hence will have a traffic density of \( \lambda N \). This means that the majority of nodes will have very low traffic, but a few nodes will have a dramatically larger amount of traffic.

Clearly controlling the number of levels in the hierarchy (which does not need to be equal to the number of nodes in the network, as more than one node can occupy the same level in the hierarchy) affects the distribution of traffic, and hence, required node energy. For example, if there are 100 levels in the hierarchy, the highest rated non-base-station node will be have to transmit 50 times as much traffic (and hence have 50 times as much energy) as the lowest level node, whereas for an eight level structure, the highest level node will only have to transmit four times as much traffic as a low level node. Note that as long as there are equal numbers of nodes in each level of the hierarchy, the only parameter affecting traffic distribution is the number of levels, \( N \). In this way, this protocol scales well to large numbers of nodes and traffic is predictable and controllable regardless of the number of nodes in the network. Thus, the number of levels can be chosen based on the level of diversity presented by the application.

\[
E_i > E_j \quad \text{or} \quad E_i < E_j
\]

\[
R_i > R_j \Rightarrow R_i = R_j \quad \text{or} \quad R_i = R_j(1 - \delta)
\]

\[
R_i < R_j \Rightarrow R_i = R_j \quad \text{or} \quad R_i = R_j(1 - \delta)
\]

Figure 1: Tournament outcomes based on node energy (E) and perceived rankings (R). Arrows indicate how the ranking of each node changes. If a node's perception of rank is correct, then its rank is reinforced either in a positive or negative direction. If a node's energy relative to its competitor contradicts its perception of rank, then it switches its rank with that of the competitor.

This provides a design guideline for equipping nodes with different capacity batteries.

IV. DYNAMICALLY DETERMINING STATUS IN HIERARCHY

A node's fitness can be statically set at design-time, but this will lead to a fixed hierarchy that might not actually reflect the true fitness levels of nodes. For example a highly ranked node could, as the result of a battery problem, only have a small amount of energy available. A means is needed of dynamically updating and adjusting the hierarchy much as occurs in a naturally occurring societal grouping. The hierarchy could be determined by each node periodically flooding the network with its current energy, but this does not scale well to large numbers of nodes. Instead we propose a novel method whereby nodes use locally acquired information to estimate their position in the hierarchy through a series of tournaments, in the same way animals engage in aggressive behavior in order to enforce dominance. This information is used to decide whether to stay at the current level or to move up or down the hierarchy.

When a node is first placed in the network, it has zero knowledge about the energy of its peers – thus it does not know whether it is near the top of the energy hierarchy or whether it is a low energy node. It randomly chooses a rank between 0 and 1. When two nodes meet, they trade two pieces of information with one another - their measured energy (E), and their perceived rank (R) within the network. Based on the information the node receives from the other node, it determines whether this newly acquired information reinforces its perception of rank or whether this contradicts its belief. There are four outcomes from the tournament - two are reinforcing (either in a positive direction or a negative direction), and the other two deal with contradiction by switching ranks. The tournament 'rules' are shown in Fig. 1. If nodes have equal energy, then they exit the tournament without altering their rank. Each node is subject to the same tournament rules, and thus based on the other node's rank and energy, each node re-assesses its position without any further communication. The nodes quantize their rank in order to determine their level within the hierarchy.

The 'switching' mechanism of exchanging rank results in
incorrectly ranked nodes rapidly moving through the hierarchy towards a more suitable rank. The double reinforcement strategy ensures that the hierarchy is constantly and dynamically restructured, with the alpha dominant node eventually ending up with a rank of 1 and the omega submissive node tending towards a rank of 0. The adaption parameter $\delta$ ($0 \leq \delta \leq 1$) controls how dynamic the social hierarchy is. If $\delta$ is chosen too large, nodes migrate between levels too rapidly, leading to a relatively unstable social hierarchy. However, if $\delta$ is too small, the only ranks available to the nodes will be those chosen at random upon node entry into the network.

Fig. 2 demonstrates how nodes change their rank based on meetings. For each iteration, a random pair of nodes meet and exchange energy and rank information and execute the tournament rules specified in Fig. 1. It can be seen that in the beginning, nodes rapidly alter position in the hierarchy from their randomly chosen ranks. However, once the relative ranking is correct, changes to rank occur much more slowly, implying the hierarchy is stable.

V. Results

The performance of this scheme is assessed with respect to two multi-copy routing schemes - epidemic routing [4] and the Spray and Wait [5] protocol and a single-copy greedy randomized protocol with probability of handover of 1. The simulation environment is a square of side 10 km, radio range is circular of 500 m and nodes move according to the random waypoint mobility model with a non-zero minimum speed (after [21]) and maximum speed of 5m/s. Nodes randomly generate information with a Poisson rate of 1 packet every 100 seconds. We assume that transmission of a single packet consumes 1 unit of energy, and the overhead of communicating rank and energy for our protocol uses 0.05 units of energy. Nodes are assigned energies in proportion to the traffic densities calculated using Eq. (3) - the lowest level nodes have an energy of 1 000 units and the highest level nodes have an energy of 10 000 units. We use a 10 level network in this simulation.

The results from the simulation are shown in Fig. 3 demonstrating the mean time to first node expiry. As expected, epidemic routing performs the worst, exhausting nodes rapidly through excessive traffic usage. Spray and Wait achieves a reasonable performance through controlling the number of packets transmitted by the scheme and is better than the randomized handover algorithm. However, the power of our protocol is clear - by making the protocol energy aware, low energy nodes participate less in network activity, resulting in a greater overall lifetime. Two different values of the adaption parameter, $\delta$, are used. The value of $\delta = 0.1$ leads to more rapid node exhaustion as the social hierarchy is less stable than $\delta = 0.01$ resulting in nodes being incorrectly ranked.

VI. Cross Layer Protocol

Our scheme lends itself well to a so-called cross-layer routing protocol – one which uses the same information at multiple levels within the protocol stack. These are generally treated with caution, as they can lead to unintended feedback cycles [22]. However, ours is extremely simple and arises from the fact that information only flows up the hierarchy. Thus, if medium access is controlled according to hierarchical level, we can further conserve energy of the low energy nodes. This is because they will not have to compete with higher ranked nodes for access to the medium.

A diagram of the slotted access scheme for a 5 level hierarchy is shown in Fig. 4. There are 4 active slots in each epoch, which are separated by an Inter-Epoch Slot (IES) where all the nodes are asleep. The level 5 node is a base-station and thus will spend all of the active slots awake and listening for transmissions from low level nodes. It can be seen that while this scheme leads to greater energy consumption for highly rated nodes, low level nodes get preferential access to the medium, thus boosting their lifetime. As levels in the hierarchy are not statically assigned, if a node assumes a role that depletes its energy rapidly relative to its peers, its relative fitness will decrease and it will descend the hierarchy. In doing so, it will consume less energy. Thus a form of local negative feedback is created by this action.

VII. Future Directions

The routing protocol here mainly concentrates on a sole element of diversity between nodes, namely energy. However, the Animal Kingdom is a rich source of diversity with many facets. We are currently investigating a more advanced hierarchy which exploits correlations in time and
space, as would be expected with real animal motion. As it stands, our protocol is a single-copy routing strategy, but it would be simple to modify the routing rules such that there is increasing replication of messages as a function of hierarchical level. In this way, delivery would be direct at the low levels of the hierarchy and close to epidemic at the higher levels, leading to an element of redundancy.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This research takes a very common (and hence successful) structure in the Animal Kingdom, the social hierarchy, and adapts it to a wireless sensor network designed for diverse animal monitoring and tracking. The social hierarchy is thought to reduce conflict in animal groups, and here it is used to reduce energy use for low ranked nodes. Based on a simple routing rule, and a means of dynamically assessing global energy distribution through locally acquired information, nodes adaptively choose an activity level that dictates their role within the hierarchy. Each node chooses its role itself, with no centralized control, resulting in a system that scales well to large numbers of nodes. This work is a novel application of a common ethological structure that results in a powerful routing algorithm.
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